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GEHERAL 

Earth is one of the oldest building materi.als known to man. 

Historically the first reference to the ti°·se of soil as a 

construction material dates from the time of Hannibal, 

during the Second Punic War, when it was used to build watch 

towers for look-outs. Observers in recent years have vouched 

for the existence of these soil structures, twenty centuries 

old. Using many different techniques each building has been 

carried out in almost every country of :the world • . · In many 

of the third wor,ld countries earth building in one form or 

another is still the major method . of building domestic 

· structures and throughout the worldrnore people are housed in 

buildings constructed of earth than of all other materials. 

The earliest buildings in Australia were built with rough , 

bush-timber frames and mud,. on the principle known as 'wattle 

and daub' 1 

1 G.F. Middleton, Earth Wall Construction, EBS Bulletin, N::,. 5. 
Australian Governrrent Publishing Service 1976. 
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Wattle and daub was mostly used for quick, cheap construction 

on the goldfields and for settlers first cottages as were 

other quick techniques such as cob construction, sod con

struction and slab and .ricker. More substantial structures 
,, 

were built using Pise or Adobe and the majority of surviv-

ing earth structures are of these two : __ e chniques. 

In his search for other materials to suit his expanding 

requirements man has learned to hew stone and bake bricks, 

and, recently, commercialised materials and steel have been 

utilised in home building. However, with the cost of labour 

continually rising, the lack of building materials and an 

increased concern for the environment, more people are turning 

again to earth as a domestic building material, and with the 

greater interest in the retention of our heritage a larger 

number of old earth buildings are being considered for re

novation. 

SECTION I TECHNIQUES. 

WATTLE & DAUB 

This method began with the construction of a sturdy frame of 

bush timbers, sometimes used in their natural state, some

times roughly squared. Next thin, straight wi thes, or saplings 

were interlaced with twigs or branches to make rnatlike screens 

called "wattles". These wattles- were ·attached to the posts 

and studs, as both exterior cladding and interior lining 

and the spaces between filled with mud and straw. The ex

terior and interior surfaces were then 'daubed' with mud and 

invariably finished with whitewash. 
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COB 

Cob was a practised building method used extens ively in 

England but has been little used in Australia. Nevertheless, 

some examples still exist and Middleton refers to an example 

built as recently as 1946 . Cob required the use of a very 

stiff rnud mixture which was piled in thick layers on the wall 

without any forms or moulds. After the outline of the wall 

had been scored on the ground, a layer of the mixture was 

placed, by means of special long-tined forks, along the marked 

portions of the walls, and 'flayed', that is, beaten down and 

compacted. Successive layers were forked on and flayed until 

the walls were built to full height. A specially shaped 

cutting instrument called a paring iron was then used to trim 

the walls true and straight. Openings for doors and windows 

were cµt out of the completed walls, first by cutting holes 

for the lintels and then for the actual door or window opening. 

SOD 

Sod walling is a building technique which in Australia was 

used even less than cob. There is, however, a settlement 

to the west of Sydney called Sodwalls where it is thcught 

to have been used. Sodwalling is very simply a method of 

piling up lumps of turf into the form of a wall. It was 

a very poor building method and only used for temporary 

structures. 

SLAB & RICKER 

This is an early New Zealand variation on the English Cob 

method of building. The process was to place a mud mixture 

similar to that used for cob, down between a slab exterior 

wall and an interior wall of beach saplings or rickers. 
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'PISE 

Pist was probably the most popular earth building technique 

used for the more substantial buildings of the earlier 

settlers and the majority of the old earth buildings still 

in existence especially in Western N.S.W. are built with the 

Pis~ method.- Pise' is an abbreviation of the French Pise

de-terre meaning 'rammed earth'. In the Pise method of 

construction, moist earth was manually rammed between 

temporary timber formwork in the final wall position. The 

forms were moved progressively along the wall length after 

each section had been rammed to form courses which varied 

in height from 300 mm to 900 mm maxirntml height. Successive 

courses were rammed until the final wall height was reached. 

Corners and partition junctions were usually rammed first 

in each- course using special formwork and then the sections 

in between were rar:rrned. Openings were created by inserting 

bulkheads in the forms at appropriate positions. Window 

and cr,:,or frames were generally fixed to wooden plugs built 

into the walls during construction. 

ADOBE 

World-wide -, adobe was and is, the most popular form of earth 

construction and although probably taking second place in 

Australia to Pise was used widely in early settlers times. The , 
method has survived to present times much more than pise 

and is experiencing a considerable re, Lval at the moment. 

Adobe is mud (puddled earth) or mud and straw which is 

moulded into blocks. After drying they are lain in bond in 

the walls in the manner of laying other masonary blocks. 
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PISE BLOCKS 

Although not as widely used as Pise, Pise Blocks were used 

by t.'1 e early settlers and examples can be found of whole 

buildings of Pise Blocks (as at Trundele, H.S.W.) or of parts 

of Pise buildings where Pise blocks were used in less 

accessible parts of the building such as gables or upper parts 

of walls. Pis~ blocks are a cross between Adobe and Pise in 

that the earth is rammed as for Pise but into small moulds, 

thus making blocks which are dried and then built into walls 

as with Adobe. 

SECTION 2 RESTORATION & MAINTENANCE 

GENERAL 

Deterioration is inherent in the base material of which earth 

buildings are made and if initial construction and/or subse

quent maintenance did not take this into consideration then 

significant remedial action may be necessary to restore a 

building to a stable and substainable condition. Because 

the earths used in earth buildings were not usually modi

fied by firing or by the addition of stabilising materials 

· the walls do not permanently harden, but remain unstable -

they can shrink and swell with changing water content. 

Strength also fluctuates with water content; the higher 

the water content, the lower the strength. 

Earth will not permanently bond with metal, wood or stone 

because it exhibits much greater movement than these other 

materials, either separating, cracking or twisting where 

they interface. Yet, many more stable building materials 

such as stone, wood, and lime and cement motors and renders 

have been used in earth buildings, some during intial con-
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structio~ some during subsequent maintenance. In earth· 

buildings where these more stable materials have been used 

successfully they are generally held in place by their own 

weight or by the compressive weight of the wall above them. 

Also the preservation and restoration of a deteriorated earth 

building is most successful when the techniques and methods 

used for restoration and repairs are the same or a s similar 

as possible to the techniques used in the original con

struction. 

THE EARTH 

A large range of sub-soil earths are and were used for earth 

wall construction. Where . the earths used for Pise construc

tion have a relatively low clay content and are inherently 

more susceptible to errosion, those used for Adobe tend to 

be more erosion resistant. Because of this Pise walls were 

invariably protected by applied finishes and/or large roof 

projections or verandahs whereas these measures were not so 

common with Adobe although of course, the walls had to be 

protected from the top by short roof overhangs. As .has 

already been said, the earth was normally not modified with 
additives. However, in a few examples lime was added in very 

small proportions (1 bag of lime to 1 dray load of earth) to 
. ; . " . 

Pise earth, and quite a large proportion of Adobe blocks were 

. made with straw added to the earth. The straw does not give 

added strength to the blocks but does help the blocks shrink 

more uniformly while they are drying. 

MORTAR 

Historically earth blocks were laid with a mortar made with 

the same earth as the blocks. Such mortars exhibit the same 

properties as the bricks: relatively weak and susceptible 
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,to the sane rate· of hygroscopic swelling and shrinking,· 

thermal expansion and contraction and deterioration. 

Consequently, no other material has been as successful in 

bonding earth blocks. ,Where cement or lime mortars are 

used these stronger mortars accelerate the deterioration of 

the b ·locks. 

FOOTINGS 

Footings for earth walls varied because of differences in 

local building practices and availability.of materials. 

While a few footings were large and substantially construc

ted, for most buildings they were usually non-existent. 

A change in the foundation conditions . rhether natural or 

artificial is a major cause of deterioration. 

DAMP PROOF COURSES 

Damp-proof courses were seldom if ever used during the time 

most old earth buildings were constructed. Very few, if 

any earth buildings, therefore, have damp-proof courses, 

and this fact, together with poor ground water drainage has 

led in many cases to serious damage. 

SURFACE COATINGS 

Traditionally most earth buildings had surface coatings 

internally .and a large number especially Pise buildings had 

external coatings too. Such finishes included mud plaster, 

lime plaster and whitewash and provided protection against 

deterioration, but relied on periodic replacement. 

Mud Plaster has long been used as a surface finish and is 

sometimes mixed with cow dung to increase its durability. 

Because it is made of the same material it exhibits syrnpa-
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•thetic characteristics to the wall. The mud plaster bonds 

to the earth wall because the two are made of the same 

material. Because mud plasters are made from earths with 

high clay content like .the earths used for Adobe and because 
.,. 

.the Adobe walls have a rougher texture than Pise, bonding 

is usually better to Adobe walls. Pise walls may therefore, 

require the provision of a surface keying to facilitate 

bonding. 

Whitewash has been used on earthern buildings since recorded 

history. There are as many recipes for whitewash as there 

are for bread, but all generally include ground gypsum rock, 

water, and usually a water-repellant such as tallow. White

wash acts as a sealer, which can be either brushed on the 

wall or applied with large pieces of course fabric such as 

hessian .. 

~ime plaster is much harder than mud plaster but less flexible 

and cracks easily. It consists of lime, sand and water and 

is applied in heavy coats with trowels or brushes. To aid 

bonding of lime plaster to walls a keyed surface is usually 

provided. This is achieved by racking out joints in block

work or scoring diagonal lines in monotithic walls. 

SOURCES OF DETERIORATION 

Before restoration or repairs begin the problems that have 

been causing the deterioration of earth structure must be 

found, analyzed, and solved. It should be noted that deter

ioration is often the end-product of more than one of these 

problems. The remedying of only one of these wi ll not 

necessarily arrest deterioration if others are left untreated. 

Structural Damage: There are several · common structural 

problems in earth buildings, and while the results of these 

problems are easy to see their causes are not. Many of 
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, these problems originate from improper design or construction, 

insufficient footings, weak or inadequate materials or the 

effects of external forces such as wind or water. Solutions 

may involve repairing .foundation conditions, realigning 

leaning and bulging walls, buttressing walls, inserting new 

window and door lintels, and repairing or replacing badly 

deteriorated roof structures. There are many tell-tale 

signs of structural problems in earth buildings, the most 

common being cracks in walls. Cracks are usually quite 

visible but their causes may be difficult to diagnose. Some 

cracking is normal, such as the short hairline cracks that 

are caused as the earth shrinks and continues to dry out. 

More extensive cracking, however, usually indicates serious 

structural problems. 

Water Related Problems: The importance of keeping an earth 

building free from excessive moisture cannot be overestimated. 

The erosive action of rainwater and the subsequent drying of 

wall surfaces can cause furrows, cracks, deep fissures, and 

pitted surfaces. If left unattended, rainwater damage can 

eventually destroy earth walls, causing their continued 

deterioration and ultimate collapse. Standing rainwater 

that accumulates at foundation level and rain splash may 

cause 'coving 1 (the hollowing-out of the wall just above 

ground level). 

Ground water may be present because of a spring, a high 

water table, improper drainage, seasonal water fluctuations, 

excessive plant watering, or changes in grade on either side 

of the wall. Ground water rises through capillary action 

into the wall due to the lack of a damp-proof course and 

causes the earth to erode or bulge. As the water rises 

from the ground, the bond between the clay particles in the 

wall breaks down. In addition, dissolved minerals or salts 

brought up by the water can be deposited on or near the 

surface of the wall as the moisture evaporates. If these 
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·deposits become heavily concentrated, they too can deteri

orate the adobe fabric. Rainwater that has accumulated 

a~ earth wall foundations should be diverted away from the 

building. This may be done by regrading, by forming gravel

fitted trenches or brick, tile or stone drip gutters, or by 

any technique that will effectively remove the standing 

water. In repairing 'coving' the use of earth stabilized 

with cement might be considered if earth on its own proves 

unsuccessful. - On the other hand, concrete patches, cement 

stucco, and curb like buttresses against the coving usually 

have a negative effect because moisture may be attracted 

and trapped behind the concrete. 

Cement stucco and cement patches have the potential to 

cause specific kinds of water related earth wall deterio

ration •. The thermal expansion coefficient of cement stucco 

is 3 to 10 times greater than that of earth walls resulting 

in cracking of the stucco. Cracks allow both liqu~d water 

and vapour to penetrate the earth wall beneath and the 

stucco prevents the wall from drying. If the earth becomes 

so wet that the clay reaches its plastic limit and slumps 

or if the earth is exposed to a freeze-thaw action, serious 

damage may result. Under the weight of the roof, and the 

dry wall above, the wet earth may deform or bulge. Since 

the deterioration is hidden from view by the cement stucco 

damage may go undetected for some time. Traditional earth 

walling construction t~chniques and materials should, ther~-,.... 
fore, be used to repair or rebuild parts of the walls. 

The ~~structive efforts of moisture on earth buildinqs may 

be substantially halted by several remedies. 

1. Shrubs, trees and other foundation plantinq may be 

causinq physical damage. Their roots may be growinq 

into the earth wall, and/or -they may be trapping excessive 

moisture in their roots and conducting it into the walls. 

- Their removal might be considered to halt this process. 
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2. Level ground immediately adjacent to the walls may be 

causing poor drainage. Regrading could be considered so 

that the ground slopes away from the building, eliminating 

rainwater pools. This may also include the removal of 

concrete or other hard ' surfaces adjacent to walls which may 

be diverting water to the base of the wall and preventing 

the evaporation of water from the ground surface. 

3. The installation of footing drains may be consider ed. 

Trenches abou·t 600 mm wide and a metre or more deep should 

be dug around the building a short distance from the base of 

the wall. If the soil is weak, it may be necessary to slope 

or shore up the sides of the trench to prevent cave in and 

subsequent damage to the walls. Drainage pipe should then 

be laid in the bottom of ·the trench. These pipes should 

drain to a sump or an open gutter below the level of the 

trench. The trench should then be backfilled with gravel 

to within 200 mm of ground level, the rest being filled 

porous soil. 

[ 

Only after one or more of the above methods have been used 

to remove the cause of the damage should the coving be 

repaired using traditional materials and techniques. 

Wind Erosion It is often difficult to isolate the effects 

of wind erosion as the results are similar to water erosion, 

although it is more often at the upper part of the wall. 

Maintenance is the keY- to protection against wind erosion, 

although in extreme cases wind brakes may be nece ssary. 

Vegetation, Insects, and Vermin Examples of serious 

deterioration caused by vegetation, insects or vermin are 

unusual. It is usually in buildings which have been 

deserted for a long period of time. ~rermite attack of 

wooden elements of the building are the greatest problem 

as they are with any building in termite areas. All evidence 

of plant, animal and insect pests should be removed and 
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. and Ireasures taken to prevent their return. Pest control 

involving the use of chemicals should be examined carefully 

in order to assess the . immediate and long lasting effects of 

the chemicals on the earth building and its inhabitants. 

PREVIOUS REPAIR WORK 

It is possible that repair work has already been carried out 

sometime during the life of the earth building. These 

repa:i_rs may have included cement renders, the replacement of 

timber lintels with steel ones and the spraying of plastic 

or latex surface coatings. The use of high strength cement 

renders has often caused the weaker earth walls to crack and 

crumble during the differential expansion of these incompat

ible materials. Steel lintels being more rigid than the 

_ timber they replace may cause the earth walls to twist when 

the building expands. Surfaces sprayed with latex or 

plastic coatings are prevented from expanding with the rest 

of the wall and subsequently portions of the surface . may break 

away. 

If possible, these incompatible materials should be removed 

from the building unless it appears that removal may cause 

more damage than to allow them to remain. 
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,PATCHING & REPAIRING THE WALL 

Adobe When repairing adobe bricks every effort should be 

made to use earth with·a composition and colour as similar 

to the original fabric as possible. Bricks may be re

paired or replaced. Fragments of the original adobe brick 

may be gound up, mixed with water and reused to remake bricks 

or patch the wall. However, the use of this material may be 

questionable as if it has spalled off the wall it frequently 

contains high concentrations of salts. 

Pis~ The selection of earth to repair pis; is more difficult 

than adobe. The techniq~e of pise relies on ·the ramming of 

the earth to achieve compaction. It is usually not possible 

in repai_ring pise, to re-ram the wall unless a whole section 

of the wall is to be rebuilt, and of course, this will usually 

require the removal of the roof over that part to gain access 

from above. This is obviously not the case with wall sections 

below windows and in internal partitions . As re-ramming is 

not normally possible the repairs will have to be executed by 

the application of s _uccessive coats of earth render. until 

the surface has been built up to its original position. The 

earth used in these render coats will most likely need to 

have a higher clay content than the original pis~ earth to 

achieve cohesion between the earth particles. The clay con

tent should not be too high however, as this will result in 

excessive shrinkage during drying which may cause the render 

to fall away from the wall. 

Cracks and Joints 

The repair of cracks and mortar joints in adobe uses the same 

procedure. As has already been said the cause of the cracks 

must be remedied before repair is carried out. The cracks or 

joints should be raked out to a depth of 2 or 3 times the 

width of the joint to obtain a good key of the mortar to the 
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. wall. Cracks and joints should never be repaired using 

cement mortars~ It is a common error to assume that mortar 

hardness or strength is a measure of its suitability for 

repa_ir. The use of this type of mortar, because of differ-

ingrates of thermal expansion, will cause the weaker earth 

material to crack, crumble and eventually disintegrate. 

Bonding of Repair Work 

With all -forms of repair work it is important t o achieve a 

good bond between the original and the new material. This 

needs not only careful consideration of the use of suitable 

materials but also preparation of the surface's to which the 

repair is to be effected. Deteriorated material should be 

removeq to give a firm base for the n ew material. The 

area to be repaired should be damped down by spraying with 

water immediately prior to application of the repair. Where 

severe damage must _be repaired, successive layers of the 

repair material should be applied. Each layer should be 

allowed to partially, but not fully, dry. The moisture 

content of the repair material should be controlled to 

minimise cracking. Small cracks however, may be beneficial 

as these provide a key for the next layer • . 

MAINTENANCE 

Cyclical maintenance has always been the key to successful 

earth building survival and it is usually the absence of 

periodic maintenance which necessitates major repairs . As 

soon as rehabilitation has been completed some program of 

continuing maintenance should be initiated. Surface 
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·coatings should be inspected frequently and repaired as soon 

as necessary. Mechanical systems, such as leaking water 

pipes roust be monitored and repaired straight away. Observ

ing earth buildings for subtle changes and performaing 

,· maintenance on a regular basis is a policy which cannot be 

.over emphasized 

CONCLUSION 

An understanding of the characteristics of earth and earth 

construction techniques, as well as an awareness of the way 

they were used in the past is an essential basis for an 

appropriate choice of materials and techniques for their 

repair and rehabilitation. This understanding is also a 

basis for the appropriate use of earth as a modern and 

future constructional material for domestic and other small 

scale buildings. 

Earth buildings hold many advantages for the modern, 

environmentally conscious owner builder: inexpensive, 

usually free material: low skilled labour oriented pro

duction of bricks and construction of walls; alternative 

flooring and roofing systems, also cheap or free; flexi

bility allowing for innumerable design criteria and varied 

choices of construction methods; passive regulation of the 

internal environment; harmony with the external natural 

environment; minimum expenditure of non-renewable resources, 

and eventual degrading and return to-the natural state of 

the material when the building is no longer required. 

It is mainly in these areas that the Earth Construction 

Research Unit is using the information from earth buildfngs 

of the past, together with our understanding of materials 

and good building practices to define appropriate earth building 

techniques for the future. 
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All .of the 'mortars .and .renders examined consist of 
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... , . _ .; ::~ ..i 

have obtained their raw ma·terials from :as c ;l'ose to the site 

as po·ss ible·, ;.and the geology o·£ these morta·i:_s fa-n~ renders 

e·onfirms . .this rea·s:onJng. 

?Dae_,,.;\ ,_;r """':) 

David Young 

'SENIOR ·-T.ECHNlCAL t OJ,:FICER 

.l:&./2/83 

·-1 ·· 



r~bp - l/ Jbtf: 
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. ~ :•. ~-... --/L 
been }J-g:h_t!y crusl}e~ , ,§.<: _re,e;n-~4,, and tes·ted by AMP~L ~ were 

exarI1ined :U§;j,IW ,a -b~no~:µJ;~r m:;i..ie:roscope. 

AROONA .1 ( ren'det) 

This iende:,r ts c,9,mp.9sesd fJ£ .~ f airiy ci.e'aW,- p'616'rly-' 
~ . j 

-sort~·-, c ,reek ?c;1nc:l t_hgtt ~;.$ c;emen:ted -by Jfme, pi'(5b:4a1fiy irt• 
tJie· tr:.ad'i'tional proport,iOJl q,f 1 iime to 3 sand. 

Th~; sand ;fOn:sL~ts of ;t'\V,O elemen~_s; . rourid~d· _grain's of 

.khaki, br.own. a,I;id ·. red'.,.:bro.wi:i micaceou~ J5Jl ~,st~tn.~': :W:'~':i:\:h' _ domina:_t-e 

.Ure· ·:very, ,(;:,0;~ .r:.~.t). ' , , ,_c:,oar£~ ,~n4 '. Ilifsl,ivm·. fpactJ;ons::- ,,a~d sub

rounded; graiin& p:f: quq.:r:,tz , whi-sh d9IJ1ina:t,.:~ , the .me_diµn,t, ·. fine and · 
.. . . ., -{ 

. very :fi;trie<. :f:tact,ions,. The -geoJbgifaT })fap of . ~'he area ,,,s•how_s 

tne cre.ek sy,st·em · immed:ia1:ely ... ~ast ,effi t.~ef.i Ar'od:J;i.a homestead ' 

to . drain both , tll'e' B1-tny:e'fbo:; _Fi(ft;R1~tipn (fs::ih}t1s:t~pe) ; and/ ' tlie 

ABC ·. Range .'Quar.tzij:e;' ,(qtia'J:';z-'.,,s}~:_nqs~o'i1e;), ; ind:i,cating . thaf this ' . . . . . . . . ~ . . , ... 

is ; the . likely: scnft~e · of, .the ~s~~dr,··, µs,ed ~, 
O - •: 0 .. , OM , , • ' •. OM O , .. ' • ~-• 

AROQNA 2: ; ,;(pug. mor..ta r) 
... . , .. ·-.,. . . ··~ - . --d. , .·-·•·· , --~· . ~ . ., 

. .. . ' . . ,., . .. . .. ,,_ ·f-' -.•.,., . 
.. This,;. pug.' mortar -is ·,c'6mpose'd. of' a? v~ry pobriy'., sorted, 

ntixed.i.origin sediment (cUa.mJ_ctop) ,tb1,wlilch lime· h'&s beeJ ', · 
. . • • • -- . ~ • . . . • . • l... ~- . 

added Jts .· a cemen:tJng .material. 

· The secl,iment, ., con_s~st_s_, ddinirumt}Y,' ';'o:f .:m1;1d ' and f ine ~'·s t:iftt~, 
. . - , · . . . . i-: ' ' 

but ,,con:ta.~•l'lS;, ,:~~;h-i;qµn4ed : quartz,. ·,g:rfl,il:tis, iri the very f irne; ' 

f ine•.,anq, med~um, ·.Scl:JJ<l;.-sized. fr;ac:t:l:i~Jfs; sy~p,itro,und~c\ :: ~c\ ,rou:1.dtd 

r .grains of,· .khilk;i ;p b,row.n. and -~y.cli--:b::ifown. mid1·cifou'.s_ 'sf'.:h~}/~h~e ·• 
,· in .m~s:t. s ,~t,ex, .f:ta;ct;h)l}.S·, , ~nd:, :vei:~ coa,r ,se ·sand· to>gr,arv.e''l s .ized -· 

a.ngul;a,1;: ;£~~;gm~nts:, of grey"",g·i:~~n, do 10:mitic:· Co.t51s~l;ign'tl/ 
,c.a1carequsJ1 ,~J;l ts tone -~_µq rio11~,-e,a,:l,c'21,rou:s ,

1 
gte:Y:,/ kh~ki, red · 

a:nd .;ired~br.o_.wn, ·,~.itl:tt~to11e ... , 
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